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Transferring from one law school to another is like painting a delicate and complicated panorama,

moving from one scene (oneâ€™s current law school) to a new one (the law school of oneâ€™s

dreams). There are the technical elements, sure: certain methods and steps must be done at

certain, specific times, and in certain ways. Failing to follow these can make colors sag and smear,

destroying all thatâ€™s done to that point. In law school, thatâ€™s a lifetime of academic

preparation. As with all works of art, of course, thereâ€™s an artistic element as well. So, itâ€™s not

enough to simply submit papers and files on time. What is done must be done so that itâ€™s

pleasing to those who see it: the admissions committee. Like all former novices, the authors made

mistakes. These mistakes cost them time, money, and maybe even acceptance possibilities. The

transfer process is full of quirks that a noviceâ€•any noviceâ€•will not see coming. With this book new

students will be prepared, and will prepare their own works of art. After years of effort and sacrifice,

donâ€™t ruin a portrait with needless errors. Instead, students can create the masterpiece that will

get them into the law school of their dreams. (Andrew B. Carrabis and Seth D. Haimovitch)
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"The Art of the Law School Transfer", by Andrew B. Carrabis and Seth D. Haimovitch, is the kind of

book you don't realize you need until it's too late. To get straight to the point, if you're either (i) a 1L

student a lower-ranked school and think you would be happier at a higher-ranked school (or think

you were unfairly passed over for admission to a higher-ranked school but decided to attend your



current school regardless), or (ii) a rising 2L student at a lower-ranked school who ends up with

great grades at the end of the first year and now is considering how best to leverage those grades,

then this book is a must-read and could have a significant effect on your career options after

graduation from law school. In case you haven't realized already, the law school you graduate from

can make the difference between an attorney office in a first-rate law firm, or working in the

basement of the same law firm as a low-paid temporary document reviewer.Transferring from a

lower-ranked school to a higher-ranked school at the end of the first year of law school is the last

chance you have to determine which law school's name will appear on your diploma. (There is

always the option of "visiting" another law school for your 3L year, but you won't graduate from the

school you visit - you'll remain a graduate of your current school.) So if, for whatever reason, you

want one last shot at a diploma from that dream school, this is it. Your law school name follows you

through your career, and, rightfully or wrongly, it has an impact on your employment prospects,

career opportunities, and even on what kind of lawyer clients and other lawyers see you as.
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